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The Mobile Emergency Alert System (“M-EAS”) is 
an exciting new broadband mobile data service that 
enables broadcasters to transmit emergency messages 
in their Mobile DTV broadcast signal.  This technology is 
designed to enhance traditional EAS messaging by adding 
information that cannot be shared using the existing 
system.  

This document is for informational purposes only and the 
contents are subject to change.  While this implementation 

guide is focused on U.S. broadcasters, many aspects of the Mobile Emergency Alert System are likely to apply in 
other countries that have deployed ATSC broadcast technology.

It is important to point out that this is an add-on to Mobile DTV and not a replacement to EAS, which is a service 
provided by your traditional fixed DTV broadcast.  M-EAS is an easy roll-out that does not impact your current EAS 
messaging services. 

EAS on fixed DTV includes a text crawl that is added to the video before broadcast.  M-EAS includes a text string 
that is transmitted as metadata and the receiver generates a banner according to the receiver’s capabilities.  This is 
important because of the wide variety of Mobile DTV receivers.  In order to be viewable on Mobile DTV receivers of all 
sizes and shapes, the M-EAS system lets the receiver decide how best to display the emergency messages.  

In addition to the M-EAS banner the M-EAS 
system includes the broadcast of rich media 
as supplemental information.  This additional 
information can come in many forms including 
rich multimedia content such as HTML pages, 
maps and images, and video files. 

M-EAS has been adopted by the Advanced 
Television Systems Committee (ATSC) as part of 
their standards and fits within every broadcaster’s 
existing digital television framework. 

M-EAS standardization was completed in March 
2013.  At the beginning of this important service the system was demonstrated using a software add-on from one 
broadcast equipment vendor. The demonstration system was limited to pre-created (canned) alert messages and 
related rich media content. 

The ATSC M-EAS Implementation Team (I-Team) was created to aid the industry by creating an operational model 
that includes realistic workflows for M-EAS.  The M-EAS I-Team focused on working with industry partners to develop 
station work-flow models and to define the functionality of an M-EAS Content Manager. At least two companies are 
developing a software solution for interfacing to the station’s existing EAS receiver/processor, managing M-EAS alerts 
and the related sources of rich media, and then injecting the alerts and related content into the M-EAS transmission 
pipe.  

This paper assumes that your station is already on the air with MDTV, and it addresses the deployment of M-EAS 
in two steps:  first, enabling the capability to conduct M-EAS demonstrations with your existing MDTV setup, and 
second, actual deployment of M-EAS services.  If your station is not already on the air with MDTV, this paper will still 
be useful as it will define the elements that need to be included as you activate your station.  
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STEPS NECESSARY TO SET-UP M-EAS FOR DEMONSTRATION PURPOSES

It should be noted that this demonstration activity is intended for short term periods of time due to the limited number 
of receivers currently enabled. The demonstration of an alert scenario could be either a canned demonstration based 
on previous work by WRAL and PBS, or it could be a unique event authored by the demonstrating station. In either 
case, the demonstration system is not connected to the Integrated Public Alert Warning System (IPAWS) at this time.

I.  Add software or server with software to mobile broadcast equipment
A)    RoundBox Server with ATSC A/153 M-EAS software 

1)  Contact Roundbox for the software upgrade

II.  Arrange for M-EAS enabled receivers
A)    Borrow LG M-EAS equipped prototype Optimus mobile phones from Zenith
B)    Contact:   wayne.luplow@zenith.com 

III.  Author or borrow M-EAS content 
A) You can use sample M-EAS content that has been developed by PBS and WRAL for their prior 

demonstrations.
B) Contact:  sam@cbc-raleigh.com
C) The M-EAS content consists of a set of XML files and content files such as pictures, maps, videos and 

HTML pages.  Members of your station’s on-line or web team should be able to review these files and 
use them as a guide or a template to create similar files with your station’s brand and content unique 
to the demonstration in your area.   

D) Visit http://www.wral.com/wral-tv/digital_tv/page/11477194/?navkeyword=MEAS and watch the first 
video on this page to see how M-EAS looks on the phones. 

IV. Test and demonstrate internal to your station team. 
A) Once you have your content authored and set up in the Roundbox server, confirm the messages are 

transmitted as scheduled.
B) Confirm the alerts and content are being received and displayed properly on the prototype Optimus 

handsets. 
C) Evaluate payload of multimedia content.
D) Confirm that the Datacast bandwidth is sufficient to support delivery of all content in a timely fashion.
E) A good target for one full cycle of demonstration to be completed would be approximately two minutes.  

mailto:wayne.luplow%40zenith.com?subject=Borrow%20LG%20M-EAS%20Optimus%20Movile%20Phones%20from%20Zenith
mailto:sam%40cbc-raleigh.com?subject=Author%20or%20Borrow%20M-EAS%20Content
http://www.wral.com/wral-tv/digital_tv/page/11477194/?navkeyword=MEAS
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DEPLOYING M-EAS AS A SERVICE

I. Deploying M-EAS requires the addition of software or a server with software to the mobile broadcast system 
and the interfacing of the M-EAS system to the stations existing EAS receiver/processor. The overall cost of 
adding M-EAS is small, estimated to be between 5% and 10% of the cost of implementing mobile DTV. The 
software addition has two levels of functionality: M-EAS content management and M-EAS transmission.

A) M-EAS Content Manager and M-EAS Transmission software for addition to the station’s mobile DTV 
signaling and announcement server will be available from at least two suppliers.

1) Triveni Digital is expected to release a commercial first generation product before the end of 
2013.  Contact Triveni Digital at www.trivendigital.com for additional details  

2) Expway is working on a commercial first generation product. No firm release date has been 
announced. Contact Expway at www.expway.com for additional details.

  
B) Interface to the station’s current EAS/CAP equipment. Current FCC regulations require all stations to 

have an EAS/CAP receiver/processor capable of decoding CAP formatted messages from FEMA’s 
IPAWS server under authorized access. Since the EAS/CAP receiver/ processor connection is already 
documented with FEMA, the station needs no additional authorization to receive these messages. 
Most stations have an EAS/CAP receiver/processor device interfaced to a character generator as well 
as the master control audio. With M-EAS, the interface required is a CAP-xml file output via IP to drive 
the M-EAS Content Manager. The EAS/CAP receiver/processor serves to filter alerts, translate non-
CAP alerts to CAP, and originate local station based alerts. One EAS receiver/processor manufacturer 
already has the ability to provide this interface, while others have indicated that they could supply an 
interface but have yet to develop the proper interface.

 
1) Monroe Electronics’ Digital Alert Systems division, offers an interface for their DASDEC™ 

integrated EAS/CAP receiver/processor. The IP based interface simply requires the DASDEC be 
equipped with the proper software license keys for IP communications of CAP formatted content. 
Contact Digital Alert Systems at www.digitalalertsystems.com for additional information. 

 
2) Additional suppliers of EAS receiver/processor devices currently do not offer a similar 

interface. If your station employs an alternate EAS/CAP device, we suggest you contact the 
manufacturer regarding how they might be able to supply a CAP based output to drive the 
M-EAS content manager. If additional information is needed, please contact Jay Adrick 
(jay.adrick@harrisbroadcast.com), the chairman of the ATSC M-EAS Implementation Team. 

II. Is additional permission needed to use IPAWS 
messages for M-EAS services?  FEMA requires all direct 
connections to the IPAWS network to be documented. In 
the case of M-EAS, the connection to IPAWS is through 
the stations existing EAS receiver/processor. Since the 
EAS receiver connection is already documented, no 
additional authorization is required for M-EAS.

III. As mobile consumers grow to rely on these unique and 
special warning messages on their mobile devices, 
broadcasters need to consider the ramifications of not 
following through, after having established the audience 
expectation, and reliance, on this valuable service.

www.trivendigital.com
http://www.expway.com
http://www.digitalalertsystems.com
mailto:jay.adrick%40harrisbroadcast.com?subject=
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M-EAS OPERATIONAL POLICY 

Local Station M-EAS Policy
 
One of the benefits of M-EAS is the flexibility for it to be used a little or as much as circumstances develop and a 
broadcaster considers necessary.  Based on the policy of that station, it is capable of simply forwarding any message 
from standard EAS receivers to a very robust and tailored locally developed message.  To that end, when deploying 
M-EAS the standard companies or stations “cut in” policy and procedures will typically direct the usage of the M-EAS 
System.

Typical procedures already in place covering the type of event (Weather, Amber Alert, Emergency information, Public 
information), the severity of the event/alert (warning, watch), and the Geographical areas (DMA / or Non DMA but 
served) will have to be considered.

Additionally, M-EAS will allow for more robust messaging and “opt in” messaging by the consumer/user so that 
additional information can be obtained.  This could be information that a station would not necessarily put on a crawl 
over programming (for example, an alert might be simply a thunderstorm watch which would only warrant a TV 
crawl every 5-10 minutes, but by utilizing M-EAS a great amount of rich media showing a developing storm could be 
provided).

There is no right or wrong approach to supplying information, but the M-EAS system allows for a much more informative 
user experience.

Station Workflow

Station on-air operations range from hub-based remote control with no local operators to stations staffed with 
operations and news personnel around the clock.  For unstaffed Master Controls, the M-EAS Content Server can 
be configured to pass through user selected messages or trigger the display of pre-built messages, images, HTML 
pages, etc.  At the other extreme, a fully staffed news operation can contribute a great deal of rich content.

Using a weather-related warning as an example, a fully staffed station’s workflow could be as follows:

1. Master Control alerts a meteorologist when a weather watch or warning is issued. 
2. Meteorologist verifies accuracy and gives Master Control approval to air and forward banner information to 

M-EAS.
3. If no meteorologist is on duty, Master Control airs and forwards the weather watch or warning information 

immediately.
4. Master Control calls the news assignment desk about the watch/warning when the banner is running.
5. The News Department will be responsible for enhanced M-EAS content.  

Using a Tornado Warning as a further example, if there is a clear and present danger from a tornado on the ground, 
EAS/NWS (National Weather Service) alerts should be forwarded to the M-EAS Content Server as they come in. 
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The News Department will use the M-EAS Content Server GUI to create compelling coverage. 
Enhanced M-EAS weather coverage could include:

1. Recorded custom video of meteorologist.
2. Current radar stills or storm tracking graphics. 
3. Cut down or repurposed newscast content.
4. Shots captured from DOT cameras 
5. Graphic pushing viewers to send photos to station website.
6. Viewer-provided or media photo slideshow.

A third example of the full potential of M-EAS can be found in how a Child Abduction Emergency (CAE) or Amber Alert 
could be processed.  

The plan designated alerting authority issues a CAE or Amber Alert.  The station may learn of the abduction via an 
EAS alert, email, RSS feed or text.  The News Department would use the M-EAS Content Server GUI to populate 
predefined fields and file locations.  The Content Manager would use text or photos of the physical description of the 
victim, the abductor and the vehicle involved, as well as Law Enforcement contact information to create an informative 
and timely M-EAS alert.

SYSTEM OPERATION AND TECHNICAL WORK FLOW
The generalized M-EAS system is illustrated in the below two figures.  
Figure 1 shows the general signal flow.
• Emergency messages can be generated by FEMA, local or state emergency managers, or the station itself
• The messages are input into the M-EAS station operations
• Rich media can also be generated by any entity: national, state, local, or the station itself
• The emergency message is processed into a standard format usable by the M-EAS system
• The rich media elements are associated with the emergency message and are input into the M-EAS signal flow
• The M-EAS components (message and rich media) are then broadcast
A detailed signal flow is illustrated in Figure 2.
• The emergency messages are input into an EAS Receiver/Processor.  This may be the station’s existing EAS 

signal generator if the capability exists to output a processed message
• Rich media may be prepared externally and delivered to the rich media queue (e.g., prepared MP4 video clips)
• Data for rich media may be provided to the system from an external source (e.g., NOAA weather data) or from the 

station’s systems (e.g., data from the station’s local weather measurement system)
• Rich media files can be prepared in advance where appropriate (e.g., HTML pages of what to do before a 

hurricane)
• Rich media files can be prepared on the fly just before or during an emergency (e.g., an MP4 file of a 

weather radar displaying a tornado on the ground)
• Files are delivered to the Rich Media Queue for immediate or later association with emergency messages 

and delivery to the signal flow
• The emergency messages are delivered to the station’s Content Manager

• The Content Manager receives, prepares, and queues the messages for transmission
• The Content Manager also provides an association between the messages and the rich media elements
• The emergency messages are output to the Signaling and Announcement generator
• In some cases the Content Manager may reside within the Signaling and Announcement Generator unit

• The Signaling and Announcement data, the rich media elements, and the video/audio programming are multiplexed 
together in a simple router and the combined output is multiplexed into the station’s DTV broadcast
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Broadcast Station Operations
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Figure 1: General Signal Flow

Figure 2: M-EAS: Detailed Station Operation
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CONDUCT DEMONSTRATIONS WITH COMMUNITY GROUPS

As mobile consumers grow to rely on special warning messages on their mobile devices, broadcasters need to 
educate first responders and disaster recovery agencies on the benefits of M-EAS as a preferred (relative to the 
vulnerable carrier system) mobile emerging alerting solution.  Collaborating with local and state agencies, and hosting 
a demonstration event is a great way to accomplish this goal, and it will lead to better relationships overall.  

1) Once the station’s internal demonstrations have been satisfactorily completed per Section IV of the STEPS 
NECESSARY TO SET-UP M-EAS FOR DEMONSTRATION PURPOSES section above, the station should 
identify disaster response agencies for collaboration. Some possible target agencies include:  
(a) State department of public safety
(b) State department of transportation
(c) Highway Patrol
(d) National Guard
(e) Regional chapters of the American Red Cross, Salvation Army, etc.

2) Share your demonstration with them.
 (a) Ask for their feedback and if there are use-cases for how they would use such a system. 

(b) For example, the hurricane evacuation video created by WRAL came from a specific use-case provided 
by the North Carolina Department of Public Safety and Department of Transportation.  

(c) Use their feedback to build relevant use-cases for your area and disaster needs

3) Find a suitable public location for such an event, select a date and invite the people you want.  
 (a) Engage the same agencies above and have them host or co-host the event.

(b) Be sure to choose a location of adequate size and A/V support for the presentation.
(c) Be sure to choose a location with robust MDTV reception (check-out ahead of time is encouraged)
(d) Suggested invitees include people from your area Highway Patrol, Sherriff’s Offices, Department of 

Transportation, National Guard, Police Chiefs, Fire Chiefs, EMS, Red Cross, Salvation Army, other 
broadcasters, legislative staffers, etc.

(e) Visit http://www.wral.com/wral-tv/digital_tv/page/11477194/?navkeyword=MEAS and watch the 
second video on this page if you’d like to see the event WRAL did as an example.  

(f) A shorter overview video can be seen here:  www.mobileeas.org/how-it-works 

4) Be sure to wrap up the event with “how they can help” points
(a) Encourage further support and demonstrations
(b) Ask who else should see this demonstration
(c) Talk with legislators and policy makers

http://www.wral.com/wral-tv/digital_tv/page/11477194/?navkeyword=MEAS
http://www.mobileeas.org/how-it-works 

